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ABSTRACT

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has to face many threats as it consists of sensor nodes

and needs installation in the open area. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an essential

safety method of handling vulnerabilities and threats for WSN. This study is a relative

assessment of the best performed IDS methods of WSNs, the analysis of this method is

technically represented in detail. Threats to WSN are categorized into the criteria.

Customized dataset is prepared by KDD dataset with five stages to normalize it. Normal

class has four types of attacks which are much related attributes and used for

classification routine. This study is applied to methods (e.g. CfsSubsetEval and BestFirst)

for selection of attributes procedure to remove irrelevant attributes. Experimental work

reports the algorithm which provides high detection rate. Finally, in conclusion which

has satisfactory statements and rules for future research works to implement IDS in

WSNs. Many recommendations are mentioned as well as future directions regarding this

study.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Anomaly Detection, Intrusion Detection System,

Classification, KDD Dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION

WSN is based on some sensors to collect the dataset and sends for analytical activities.

Presently, it has become an interesting subject of research, which can solve many real
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world challenges [1] like area exploring, army equipment, home based robotics, network

flow control & geographical detection. The specification of WSN represents the

limitation of sensor nodes in terms of resources, communication, computing and memory

[2]. This is the reason that installation of such kind of network of its own restriction can

become a serious security issue and makes vulnerable to many security threats. To secure

WSN from different threats, it involves many authentications and management tasks. As

first line of defense encryption and authentication are initial security acts to secure WSN

[3]. Involvement in Cryptography to secure WSN is based on hidden key management

and is also not very effective anymore because of attacks capacity to explore hidden

information about the occurrence of initial level of security as well as by the usage of

knowledge for suspicion reasons. As another line of defense is detection based methods,

implemented to secure WSN from intrusions and attacks after failure of Cryptography

[4]. IDS is responsible to detect and analyze the suspicious activities occur to the

network [5]. The idea was found by Anderson JP [6] as two main techniques for

detection, Misuse and Signature Based. Misuse Based detection involves rules that define

into signatures on the bases of rules or signatures and this helps it to find intrusion into

the network [7] [8]. Anomaly Based [9] detection involves the Normal behavior of the

system and a notice with actions to recognize important deviations. The major focus of

this study is to simulate Random Forest (RF) method as it has capability for Anomaly

Based intrusion detection in WSN. Section II gives the categorization for attacks of

WSN, section III includes review of WSN in Intrusion Detection by analyzing recent

Anomaly Detection Methods Naïve Bayesian, SVM, RF and K-means with qualities and

weaknesses. Experiment is carried out in section IV where practically implementation of

KDD dataset is done. We practically implement mentioned techniques on KDD dataset

and result to depend upon Confusion Matrices, Detection Ration, and Execution Time

with Memory Consumption. At the last of this study, conclusion along with a piece of

recommendation is proposed to enhance efficiency of IDS for WSN’s upcoming

research.

2. ATTACK CATEGORIZATION FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Threat is a package of methods usable to damage a network by manipulating faults of

network. Attacks recognized by some classifications are highly used and described in the

below mentioned group.

2.1. Discussing by the Foundation or Origin Threats
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Two classes are noticed, internal and external. A node which is not associated with

network system or unable to have any access and requires approval associated by

External threats activation process. Bottleneck is a scope of this threat to network. The

Internal attack is the reason by irregular attack and is the most dangerous attack that can

harm WSN [10] [11].

2.2. Created by the Type of Attacks

Here is the difference between Active Attacks and Passive Attacks. The attack is

responsible to listen and investigate network flow traffic exchange knowledge, is known

as Passive Attack. It is difficult to point out these kinds of attacks and easy to realize

because here an attacker doesn’t make any alteration on exchange of knowledge. The

target of an intruder maybe the knowledge about Cluster Head node which is main or

hidden information by investigating routing traffic. If intruders use their skills to edit or

remove the information transported by the network by injecting his personal traffic flow,

then it is known as Active Attack [12].

2.3. Managing by Attack Methods

The following table shows the basic type of attacks categorized in four main classes:

Table 1. Attack Classes

2.4. Conferring by Protocol Layers and Planned Protection System

Below table describes the basic type of an attack, for each attack suggested mechanism

of defense is shown [13] [14]:
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Table 2. Security System with Protocols & Attacks

3. RELATED WORK

It has become clear that we can’t attain an acceptable stage of protection for WSN only

by the consumption of Cryptographic methods, as these methods drop a target to insider

threat. Cryptographic knowledge can compromise on security as intruders can recover

the information about a node [15]. To make reasonable security measures some methods

like IDS must be implemented to avoid any type of unauthorized attempt on network and

it should be a combination of methods to inquire and examine an intruder [16]. WSN is

based on research inventions and mechanisms to make a balanced network

communication as well as to protect restricted resources. A categorized structure [17] for

IDS is planned by the experiment they imposed is suggestion of Clustering. Author is

confident about the suggested categorized structure that is valuable to secure WSN

application against intruders. Krontiris & Dimitriou [18] suggested distributed IDS where

WSN is based on concentrated locality viewing. The author evaluated the worth of IDS

arrangement in contradiction with black hole and threats. Onat and Miri [19] presented

the design of IDS for WSN based on packet level detection. The proposed framework

packet receives rate of nearby nodes and transceivers behavior of pointed nodes.

Rajasegarar & Leckie [20] proposed IDS based distributed Clustering, based on Anomaly

Detection. By using clustering, they reduced communication load. Author proposed an

idea of real world arrangement and recognized its achievement as good accuracy when
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compared to central model with improved reduction in communication loads. Following

is the checklist and related needs of IDS in WSN.

Table 3. Needs of Intrusion Detection System for WSN

Patcha, Park [21] proposed two approaches for detection. Misuse Based detection

method is based on behavior with known signature attacks. The quality of this method is

it can detect attack efficiently and drawback is its inability to detect an unknown attack.

Anomaly Based detection method is a type of detection technique which is responsible to

check user’s behavior and on finding any irregular attitude it generates an alarm. The

quality of this technique is detection of unknown attacks but drawback is that it has so

many false alarms. Rajasegarar [22] presented an organized Anomaly Detection method

by giving the experimental result which showed Classification Rate, Memory and Time

Usage.

4. ANOMALY DETECTION ALGORITHMS IN WSN

4.1. Cluster Based Method:

Rajasegarar, Leckie [20] developed a detection framework on distributed structure. Every

mutual node gathers the dataset to work a normal summery of Cluster Head which

gathers whole around normal outline to receive technique of treating for data. After the

profile receives every mutual node initialize the analysis and methods of decision making
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to make detection. In case to make it ideal Clustering Based Detection, the dataset for

normalized input at each mutual sensor node with techniques of processing is required.

Given dataset vkj, K=1 …m, is transformed into ukj = (vkj-µvj) / σvj

where µvj and σvj stand for mean and standard deviation of the jth attribute in vkj.

Subsequently, ukj is normalization in the interval [0, 1], according to

kj = ( kj – minuj)/ (maxuj – minuj)

Given common sensor node si is collecting a dataset Xi, si sends the local normal profile
2, m, ,

to the Cluster Head, where m is assumed for |Xi|. After the global normal profile is

computed, (µ j, , , ).

The Cluster Head directs its reversal of mutual sensor nodes. After getting universal

regular summary, every mutual sensor node starts revealing its nearby, consuming a

secure thickness Clustering method. If Euclidean space among data spot and nearest

Clustering centroid is bigger than a consumer defined radius ‘o’ then a fresh cluster is

structured with this data spot as a centroid. To minimize the number of resultant

clustering, a cluster amalgamation manner is then directed towards calculating the

internal cluster space [33]. The clusters c1 & c2 are combined if their internal cluster

space d (c1, c2) is fewer than ‘o’. Lastly, the average space insides cluster of KNN as

cluster I, AVG (ICD) and SD (ICD) be a standard deviation and a mean of whole space

inside a cluster correspondingly. If ICDi > SD (ICD) + AVG (ICD), cluster ‘i’ is

observed as equal irregular [35].

4.2. Support Vector Machine

SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a supervised learning method [24] which is used to

apply progressively for Anomaly Detection as in the last era one of the major benefit of

SVM was having a capacity to study highly excellent measurement data [25]. In WSNs,

SVM is useful to examine sequential associations with data to notice doubtful attitude to

a node. Several authors have attempted to find a suitable technique to implement SVM’s

method of a big dataset. SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) is a quick technique to

train mentioned method (SVM) [26], which disrupts big QP (Quadratic Programming)

and doubles into series of minimum likely QP trouble. Kim and Cha [27] implemented

SVM to Host-Based Anomaly recognition tricks. One class presents a quarter sphere of

SVM, equally symbolic method of SVM and also similarly in favor of a distributed

Anomaly Based discovery [28]. Initially resided, quarter-sphere is calculated at every
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mutual sensor node. Secondly, the cluster heads gather these calculate nearby radiuses to

test universal radius. Discovery is then started on every mutual sensor node through

universal standard summary.

4.3. Naïve Bayes

NB algorithm is typically used in WSN due to its non-complexity and robustness. A wide

range of alternates is presented with the analytical approach to Machine Learning, Data

Mining and Design/Pattern Identification of groups in an effort to improve it more

dynamically. A novel method was introduced by Bill and Eden [29] to recognize

defective sensor node by using Naïve Bayes (NB) method. Suggested NB structure was

installed for executing WSN defective nodes recognition. Latest attribute, the edge to

edge transmission time of every packet of the pan is analyzed by using NB method of

defining the network standard. This approach does not contain any extra protocol and

additional reserve feeding for sensor node, it advised a study as a collection of irregular

defective nodes to the worker [29]. In the similar background it depends on mobile agent

and by using NB method, an IDS is introduced [23]. Following description shows the

principle of NB method.

m Number of classes C1, C2, …. Cm

dct Dimensional vector for class t dct = {dct1, dct1, …., dctn}

where   dcti = 1

K total Ksenses of network operations S = {S1, S2, …...Sk}

S1 is a creation of data that look in the scene:

P(S1|dct ) =      (dcti)Ni                  (1)

Where Ni is the number of data I in scense S1

L= arg maxc [logP(Dct) +   Ni logdcti]            (2)

4.4. Random Forest

The Random Forest (RF) method is based on the group knowledge criteria for an

organization that functions by developing a collection of decision trees at a train period

by resulting the class. This is the mode of a class production by separate trees. Random

Tree has one extra side which includes building multiple decision trees arbitrarily [30].

Every tree is built by the use of described method. Stage 1 has many training cases Ns

with the number of variables in the classifier M. Stage 2 as we told a number of m inputs

variables and uses to confirm the decision on a node of tree likewise m could be much

less than M. Stage 3 selects a training set for this tree by selecting n times and by

replacing all N obtainable training cases (for example bootstrap). It uses remaining cases
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to estimate the time of error by forecasting their classes. Step 4 is for every node of the

tree, casually it selects m variables on which it makes the decision on that node by

calculating the good split based training set on these m variables. Step 5 has every tree

totally grown and not pruned. A unique Data Mining method depends on RF as it was

suggested to describe alike big scale physically stated by Tesfahun, Bhaskari [31]. The

suggested Data Mining design has good efficiency of adjustment among vitality and

correctness. Compared to solo decision tree method, RF runs professionally on wide

datasets with good performance. Hastie [30] RF works as method of suggested Intrusion

Detection structure. RF has a good performance in structuring Intrusion Detection which

is active for it. The benefits and drawbacks of the described methods are shown in below.

Table 4. Advantages & Drawbacks of Mentioned Methods

5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A series of experiments were directed to evaluation and simulate every approach in order

to elaborate the effective detecting method of IDS in WSN. Many critical assessments

metrics as Confusion Matrix is used in time to Construct Model, General Classification

Ratio and Memory Usage. KDD Cup 99 Intrusion Detection [32] is used as a dataset by

containing following five stages.
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Fig.1. Stages for Dataset Preparation

Stage 1: In this stage all records are organized in proper file format which can be

suitable for simulation environment. Stage 2: In this stage we made classes for all types

of attacks in dataset as it falls into four basic classes as mentioned in the table.

Table 5. Number of Instances

Stage 3: The main idea of this stage is to mention the records dealing for every class

as shown in Table 5. We consume 70% in training and remaining 30% for testing stage

of each class. Stage 4: Generally characteristic is fine if it is related to the idea of class as

well as one of the additional function. Reduction in attributes is a procedure of refining

actual attributes. In the mentioned research, we use decrease function as “CfsSubsetEval”

and “BestFirst” methods are implemented to the dataset of train part for getting the

related features of classification procedure. Every subsection was examined using

association study to classify significant features. The finest reputed calculating

association is the Linear Association Coefficient. For a set of variables (x, y), linear

association coefficient r (x, y) is given below.

The major focus of “CfssubetEval” function is to explore the value of sub sectional

attributes by separating the analytical skills of every element and degree of joblessness

among them. It produces features of subset which are extremely connected with class and

its associations are shown below.
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Fig.2. Highly Relevant Attribute

Stage 5: In this stage, implementation of every method is done on the dataset.

Following are the results gained by Detection Rate, Confusion Matrix, Execution Time

and Memory Feeding.

6. CONFUSION MATRIX

According to the examination of mentioned methods, study considers Confusion Matrix

mentioned bellow.

Table 6. Result by Confusion Matrix
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Fig.3. Result by Confusion Matrix

Results depend upon Dos attacks. Clustering method (K-mean) and Dos (31254) attacks

are observed from actual Dos (41749) attacks with the ratio of 74.86%, anyhow instances

(6106) are detected through Normal class, U2R (55) attacks, R2L (58) and Probe (151)

attacks. NB is a capable to detect Dos (39189) attacks through actual Dos (41749) attacks

with a ratio of 93.87%, though instances (150) are detected as Normal attacks and Probe

(5) attacks. SVM detected Dos (41735) attacks from instances (41749) with an average

of 99.96% and Normal class (15) instances. In the end, RF technique is categorized as

Dos (41745) attacks are caught from actual Dos (41749) attacks with 99.99% and Probe

(2) instances.

Reason for classification is to reduce the chances of error recognition of the methods

which are generally calculated by using the recognition ratio. A general way to achieve

Intrusion Detection is to deploy the classifier to know whether certain network flow is

experiencing an attack or not. We show the classification ratio to dual ways as universal

records classification and general ratio classification. Universal records classification is

the following data that shows every method globally as properly and improperly

classified data archives.
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Table 7. Classified Instances

Fig.5. Classified Instances

As exposed in the graph above, it’s noticed that RF has a good number of properly and

correctly detected instances and less number of wrongly identified instances, however it

is also noticed the total opposition for Clustering (k-means) method.

Below pictures signify the Classification ratio of every class as Normal shows in blues,

red for Dos, blue for U2R, green for R2L, and Probe is shown in pink. An improved

classification is attained if shown classes are widely separated. According to given

results we conclude RF is better and effective with classification ratio 99.9544% than

other methods.

Fig.4. Classified Instances Ratio
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Following is the sequence of variables (Instance number: N, Attribute number: M, Class

number: C, Attribute value: V). The Memory Usage of mentioned methods are compared

to the sensor nodes which we deployed in installments of WSN, MICA2 and Telosb.

MICA2 has 7.37M Hz, 128K B flash memory, RAM 4K B with 433M Hz radio

broadcast. Telosb with 8M Hz processing, 10K B RAM, programming memory 48K B

with 1024K B storage flash. The figure mentioned below shows consumption of memory

and its comparison between the studied methods along with node sensor capability.

Construction Time of the model is mentioned in next picture.

Fig.5. Memory Usages & Model Construction Time

As shown in output it’s proved that memory is sufficient to build every method on

Telosb. Mica2 node has to enhance the life of node by applying the basic described

methods and also by noticing the different attacks of categorization ratio. It can be said

that RF method is an effective method of detecting intrusions into WSN. With a high

ratio of 99.9% classification and a suitable memory of 11.63K B is required along with

the construction model time 78.67 s. So due to the supremacy of this Intrusion Detection

method the importance of SVM, NB and k-means can be automatically reduced. In this

term Classification Ratio, Complexity, Memory Usage, Confusion Matrix and Time can

be categorized in the mentioned methods from high to low performance. The

Classification depends on a reasonable feature selection factor of IDS performance,

particularly in WSN.

7. CONCLUSION

The major contest for the field of Intrusion Detection in the wireless environment is to

recognize the attacks along with good precision and by fulfilling the desired level whole

network life is extended. The idea can be achieved by some ways. Initially, give high
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devotion to detection methods which are useful for attack recognition with an ability of

effectiveness. Next, rearrange the detection system in distributed arrangement to reduce

the communication burden. This study is to compare and explore the latest Anomaly

Detection methods that are helpful for WSNs to enhance the workings of IDS in wireless

environment. Results show it’s very suggested to include Data Mining methods to

efficiently notice the attacking threads or intrusions into WSN. After all, many concerns

are still in need for more research like Patterns of Hierarchical Clusters, use of Machine

Learning for managing resources of WSN, selection and preprocess a reasonable dataset,

reduction in attributes, set a scale to clarify the process of analysis and results that could

create many developments for IDS to fulfill the need of limitations for making WSN

better in reliability and safety.
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